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Abstract At the center of the social emotions are reactions to the positive and
negative fate of others and to the perceived fulfillment and violation of social and
moral norms. Using pity and guilt as representatives of these two groups of social
emotions, I investigate their generation, nature and function from the perspective of
CBDTE, a (sketch of a) Computational model of the Belief-Desire Theory emotion.
The central assumption of CBDTE is that a core subset of human emotions are
the products of hardwired mechanisms whose primary function is to subserve the
monitoring and updating of the belief-desire system. The emotion mechanisms
work like sensory transducers; however, instead of sensing the world, they monitor
the belief-desire system and signal important changes in this system, in particular
the fulfillment and frustration of desires and the confirmation and disconfirmation
of beliefs. Social emotions are accommodated into CBDTE by assuming that the
proximate beliefs and desires that cause them are derived from special kinds of
desire. Specifically, pity is a form of displeasure that is experienced if an altruistic
desire is frustrated by the negative fate of another person; whereas guilt is a form
of displeasure that is experienced if a nonegoistic desire to comply with a norm is
frustrated by an own action. The intra-system function of these emotions is to signal
the frustration of altruistic desires (pity) and of nonegoistic desires to comply with
a norm (guilt) to other cognitive subsystems, to globally prepare and motivate the
agent to deal with them. The communication of social emotions serves to reveal the
person's social (nonegoistic) desires to others: Her altruistic concern for others, and
her nonegoistic caring for the observance of social norms.
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"Social emotions" can be roughly defined as emotions whose elicitors and objects
essentially involve social agents (other persons, groups, institutions). Some social
emotions, such as love and hate, attraction and repulsion, trust and distrust seem
to have social agents themselves as objects; whereas others, such as anger about
another's norm-violation or envy of another's good fortune, are directed at propo-
sitions or states of affairs that involve social agents. In this article, I am concerned
with these "propositional" social emotions. At their core are two emotion families:
the fortune-of-others emotions (Ortony et al. 1988), i.e. emotional reactions to the
positive or negative fate of other people, such as joy for another, envy, pity and
Schadenfreude (gloating); and the norm-based emotions, i.e. emotional reactions
to the perceived violation and fulfillment of social and moral norms, such as guilt,
shame, indignation and moral elevation. In this article, I investigate the generation,
nature and function of these two kinds of social emotions from the perspective of
CBDTE (Reisenzein 2009a, b; also see Reisenzein 2001, 2012a, b; Reisenzein and
Junge 2012), a (sketch of a) computational (C) model of the belief-desire theory of
emotion (BDTE). In Section 1, I summarize CBDTE. In Section 2, I discuss how
CBDTE explains the social emotions, using the examples of pity and guilt.

1 The Computational Belief-Desire Theory of Emotion

The starting point of the computational model of emotion sketched in Reisenzein
(2009a, b; see also, Reisenzein 2001) is the cognitive-motivational, or belief-desire
theory of emotion (BDTE). BDTE, in turn, is a member of the family of cognitive
emotion theories that have dominated discussions of emotions during the past
30 years in both psychology and philosophy (for reviews, see e.g., Ellsworth and
Scherer 2003; Goldie 2007). As explained below, BDTE differs from the standard
version of cognitive emotion theory (the cognitive-evaluative theory of emotion) in
a number of foundational assumptions that allow BDTE to escape several criticisms
of the standard view; or at least so its proponents argue. Although BDTE has been
primarily promoted by philosophers (see especially Davis 1981; Green 1992; Marks
1982; Searle 1983), it also has adherents in psychology (e.g., Castelfranchi and
Miceli 2009; Oatley 2009; Reisenzein 2001, 2009a; Roseman 1979). Recent formal
reconstructions of cognitive emotion theories (e.g., Adam et al. 2009; Steunebrink et
al. 2012) have also adopted the belief-desire framework (see Reisenzein et al. 2013).

The most important difference between BDTE and the standard version of
cognitive emotion theory concerns what a pioneer BDTE theorist, the Austrian
philosopher-psychologist Alexius Meinong (1894), called the "psychological pre-
conditions" of emotions: the mental states required for having an emotion. Accord-
ing to the standard version of cognitive emotion theory, the cognitive-evaluative
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theory of emotion—known as appraisal theory in psychology (e.g., Arnold 1960;
Frijda 1986; Lazarus 1991; Scherer 2001) and as the judgment theory of emo-
tions in philosophy (e.g., Solomon 1976; Nussbaum 2001)—emotions presuppose
certain factual and evaluative cognitions about their eliciting events, which in
their paradigmatic form are factual and evaluative beliefs. In contrast, BDTE is
a cognitive-motivational theory of emotion: It assumes that emotions depend not
only on beliefs (i.e., cognitive or informational states) but also on desires (i.e.,
motivational states) (for an elaboration of the distinction between beliefs and desires
see e.g., Green 1992; Smith 1994).

To illustrate the difference between the two theories, assume that Maria feels
happy that Mr. Schroiber was elected chancellor. According to the cognitive-
evaluative theory of emotion, Maria experiences happiness about this state of affairs
p only if, and under "normal working conditions" always if (see Reisenzein 2012a),
she comes to (firmly) believe that p obtains, and evaluates p as good for herself
(i.e., believes that p is good for her). In contrast, according to BDTE, Maria
feels happy about p if she comes to believe p, and if she desires p. Although
many proponents of the theory (including most psychological appraisal theorists)
acknowledge that desires are also important for emotions, inasmuch as appraisals
of events express their relevance for the person's motives, desires, or goals (e.g.,
Lazarus 1991; Scherer 2001; Ortony et al. 1988), the link between desires and
emotions is held to be mediated by appraisals (Reisenzein 2006a). In contrast,
according to BDTE, emotions are based directly on desires and (typically factual)
beliefs (Green 1992; Reisenzein 2009b; see, also Castelfranchi and Miceli 2009).
Although this difference between the two theories may at first sight appear to be
small, it has a profound implication: It implies that the evaluative cognitions that
are at the center of the cognitive-evaluative theory are in fact neither necessary nor,
together with factual beliefs, sufficient for emotions. All that is needed for feeling
happy about p is desiring p and believing that p obtains. It is not necessary to, in
addition, believe that p is good for oneself, or fulfills a desire.

It should be noted that in contrast to other belief-desire theorists (e.g., Castel-
franchi and Miceli 2009; Marks 1982; Green 1992), who assume that beliefs and
desires are components of the emotion, I endorse a causalist reading of BDTE;
that is, I assume that the belief and desire together cause the emotion, which is
(accordingly) regarded as a separate mental state.1 Arguments for this position are
presented in Reisenzein (2012a).

BDTE does not claim to be able to explain all mental states that may be
presystematically subsumed under the category "emotion". However, the theory
wants to explain all those emotions that seem to be directed at propositional
objects, that is, actual or possible states of affairs. According to my explication
of BDTE, all of these "propositional" emotions are reactions to the cognized actual

'Specifically, emotions in CBDTE are conceptualized as nonpropositional signals that are subjec-
tively experienced as feelings of. in particular, pleasure and displeasure, surprise and expectancy
confirmation, and hope and fear (see the next section, and Reisenzein 2009a).
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or potential fulfillment or frustration of desires; plus, in some cases (e.g., relief and
disappointment), the confirmation or disconfirmation of beliefs (Reisenzein 2009a).
For example, Maria is happy that/7 (e.g., that Mr. Schroiber was elected chancellor)
if she desires p and now comes to believe firmly (i.e., is certain) that p is the case;
whereas Maria is unhappy that p if she is averse to p (which is here interpreted as:
she desires ->p [not-p]) and now comes to believe firmly that p is the case. Maria
hopes that p if she desires p but is uncertain about p (i.e., her subjective probability
that p is the case is between 0 and 1), and she fears p if she is averse to p and
is uncertain about p. Maria is surprised that p if she up to now believed —>p and
now comes to believe p; she is disappointed that ->p if she desires p and up to now
believed p, but now comes to believe ->/?; and she is relieved that ->p if she is averse
to p and up to now believed p, but now comes to believe ->/?. The analysis of social
emotions is discussed below.

/. / A Computational Model ofBDTE

Like most traditional theories of psychology, including most emotion theories,
BDTE is formulated on the "intentional level" of system analysis (in Dennett's
1971, sense) familiar from common-sense psychology; in fact, BDTE is an explica-
tion of a core part of the implicit theory of emotion contained in common-sense
psychology (Heider 1958). However, I believe with Sloman (1992) that some
basic questions of emotion theory can only be answered if one moves beyond the
intentional level of system analysis to the "design level", the level of the com-
putational architecture (Reisenzein 2009a, b). This requires making assumptions
about the representational-computational system that generates the mental states
(beliefs, desires, emotions) assumed in BDTE. The computational architecture
that I have adopted as the basis for a computational model of BDTE assumes a
propositional representation system, a "language of thought" (Fodor 1975, 1987).
The main reason for this architectural choice is that, in contrast to other proposed
representation systems (e.g., image-like representations, or subsymbolic distributed
representations of the neural network type), a language of thought provides for
a plausible and transparent computational analysis of beliefs and desires. In fact,
considering that the intentional objects of beliefs and desires are generally regarded
as propositions or states of affairs, and that propositions are the entities described by
(are "the meanings of ) declarative sentences, a propositional representation system
seems to be the natural choice for the computational modeling of beliefs and desires.
If one combines this assumption about the representational format of the contents
of beliefs and desires with the basic postulate of cognitive science, that mental
processes are computations with internal representations, then one immediately
obtains Fodor's (1987) thesis that the mental states of believing and desiring are
special modes of processing propositional representations, that is, sentences in the
language of thought. To use Fodor's metaphor, believing that a state of affairs p
is the case consists, computationally speaking, of having a token of a sentence s
that represents p in a special memory store (the "belief store"), whereas desiring
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p consists of having a token of a sentence s that represents p in another memory
store (the "desire store")- For example, prior to Schroiber's election, Maria desired
victory for Schroiber in the election but believed that he would not win it. On the
computational level, this means that prior to Schroiber's election, Maria's desire
store contained among others the sentence "Schroiber will win the election", and
her belief store contained the sentence "Schroiber will not win the election."

CBDTE also follows Fodor (1975) in assuming that at least the central part of
the language of thought is innate. In particular, CBDTE assumes that the innate
components of the language of thought comprise a set of hardwired maintenance
and updating mechanisms (Reisenzein 2009a). At the core of these mechanisms
are two comparator devices, a belief-belief comparator (BBC) and a belief-desire
comparator (BDC). As will be explained shortly, these comparators play a pivotal
role in the generation of emotions. The BBC compares newly acquired beliefs
to pre-existing beliefs, whereas the BDC compares them to pre-existing desires.
Computationally speaking, using again Fodor's "store" metaphor, the BBC and
BDC compare the mentalese sentence tokens snew in a special store reserved for
newly acquired beliefs, with the sentences S,M currently in the stores for pre-existing
beliefs and desires. If either a match (snew is identical to soid) or a mismatch (snew

is identical to —•Sow) is detected, the comparators generate an output that signals the
detection of the match or mismatch.

CBDTE assumes that the comparator mechanisms operate automatically (i.e.,
without intention, and preconsciously) and that their outputs are nonpropositional
and nonconceptual: They consist of signals that vary in kind and intensity, but
have no internal structure, and hence are analogous to sensations (e.g., of tone or
temperature, Wundt 1896). These signals carry information about the degree of (un-)
expectedness and (un-) desiredness of the propositional contents of newly acquired
beliefs; but they do not represent the contents themselves. In our example, Maria's
BBC detects that the sentence snm, representing that Schroiber wins the election,
is inconsistent with (is the negation of) the content soki of a pre-existing belief;
and Maria's BDC detects that snew is identical to the content sM of an existing
desire. As a consequence, Maria's BBC outputs information about the detection of
a mismatch—the information that one of Maria's beliefs has just been disconfirmed
by new information; whereas Maria's BDC outputs information about a match—the
information that one of Maria's desires has just been fulfilled.

To complete the picture, CBDTE assumes that the outputs generated by the
BBC and BDC have important functional consequences in the cognitive system.
First, attention is automatically focused on the content of the newly acquired belief
that gave rise to match or mismatch—in Maria's case, Schroiber's unexpected but
desired election victory. Second, some minimal updating of the belief-desire system
takes place automatically: Sentences representing disconfirmed beliefs are deleted
from the belief store, and sentences representing states of affairs now believed to
obtain are deleted from the desire store. Third, BBC and BDC output signals that
exceed a certain threshold of intensity give rise, directly or indirectly, to unique
conscious feeling qualities: the feelings of surprise and expectancy confirmation
(BBC), and the feelings of pleasure and displeasure (BDC). It is assumed that the
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simultaneous experience of an emotional feeling and the focusing of attention on
the content of the belief that caused it, give rise to the subjective impression that
emotions are directed at objects (Reisenzein 2009a).

In sum, CBDTE posits that emotions are the results of computations in a
propositional representation system that supports beliefs and desires. The core of
the belief-desire system is innate, and this innate core includes a set of hardwired
monitoring-and-updating mechanisms, the BBC and the BDC. These mechanisms
are, in a sense, similar to sensory transducers (sense organs for color, sound, touch,
or bodily changes); in particular, their immediate outputs are nonpropositional and
nonconceptual, sensation-like signals. However, instead of sensing the world (at
least directly), these "internal transducers" sense the current state and state changes
of the belief-desire system, as it deals with new information. Emotions result when
the comparator mechanisms detect a match or mismatch between newly acquired
beliefs and pre-existing beliefs (BBC) or desires (BDC). Hence, according to
CBDTE, emotions are intimately related to the updating of the belief-desire system.
In fact, the connection could not be tighter: The hardwired comparator mechanisms
that service the belief-desire system, the BBC and the BDC, are simultaneously the
basic emotion-producing mechanisms. Correspondingly, CBDTE assumes that the
evolutionary function of the emotion mechanisms is not to solve domain-specific
problems (as proposed by some evolutionary emotion theorists; e.g., Ekman 1992;
McDougall 1908/1960; Tooby and Cosmides 1990), but the domain-general task to
detect matches and mismatches of newly acquired beliefs with existing beliefs and
desires, and to prepare the cognitive system (or agent) to deal with them in a flexible,
intelligent way once they have been detected.

As explained in more detail in Reisenzein (2009a, b), CBDTE solves, resolves,
or at least gives clear answers to several long-standing controversial questions of
emotion theory. For example, CBDTE provides a precise theoretical definition of
emotions (Reisenzein 2009b, 2012a): Emotions are the nonpropositional signals
generated by the belief- and desire congruence detectors, that are subjectively
experienced as unique kinds of feeling. In contrast to other evolutionary emotion
theories, CBDTE also provides a principled demarcation of the set of basic
emotions: This set includes precisely the different kinds of output of the congruence
detectors. At the same time, however, CBDTE speaks against a sharp distinction
between "basic" and "nonbasic" emotions: All emotions covered by the theory,
however complex or culturally determined they might be in other respects (this
concerns in particular the social emotions), are equally basic in the sense that they
are all products of innate, hardwired emotion mechanisms, the BBC and the BDC.
CBDTE also provides an explanation of the phenomenal quality of emotions—the
fact that emotional experiences "feel in a particular way" (Reisenzein 2009b; see
also, Reisenzein and Doring 2009)—and it is able to give a plausible picture of
the relation of emotions to public language (Reisenzein and Junge 2012). Finally,
an extension of CBDTE to "fantasy emotions"—emotions elicited by stage plays,
novels, films etc., as well as by the vivid imagination of events—has been proposed
in Reisenzein (2012b, c).
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2 Social Emotions from the Perspective of CBDTE

Like BDTE, CBDTE assumes that most emotions are variants of a few basic forms
Accordingly, the apparent diversity and complexity of emotional experiences is not
due to the existence of many different "discrete" emotion mechanisms, as some
emotion theorists have claimed (e g , McDougall 1908, Ekman 1992, Tooby and
Cosmides 1990) Rather, it is due to the fact that humans can have complex beliefs
and desires Specifically, as members of an "ultrasocial" species (Richerson and
Boyd 1998), humans have a vital interest in the fate of (certain) others, their actions
and mental states, and the effects of their own actions on others (see also, Reisenzein
and Junge 2012) That is, these "social objects" are preferred objects of the beliefs
and desires of humans And if these social beliefs and desires are processed by the
emotion mechanisms postulated in CBDTE, social emotions may result The truth
of this assumption can only be established by demonstration, that is, by providing
analyses of specific social emotions from the perspective of CBDTE Here, I will
analyze pity as the representative of the fortune-of-others emotions, and guilt as
the representative of the norm-based emotions, however, the results of the analyses
can be generalized, with small adaptations, to other fortunes-of-others emotions and
other norm-based emotions respectively The following analyses are based, on the
one hand, on CBDTE, which provides the theoretical framework for the analysis,
and on the other hand, on my intuitions about the social emotions 2

2.1 Emotional Reactions to the Fate of Others:
The Example of Pity

If CBDTE is true, emotional reactions to the positive and negative fate of other
people arise, in principle, in the same way as the emotions of self-regarding
happiness and unhappiness about a state of affairs For the case of pity, this means
Pity is a form of unhappiness—one can also say, a feeling of suffering, or a kind
of displeasure or mental pain (Miceh and Castelfranchi 1997)—that occurs, like
all "prepositional" emotions of displeasure, if the belief-desire comparator (BDC)
discovers that the content of a newly acquired belief contradicts the content of an
existing desire As an example, imagine that Maria learns that her colleague Karl (=
o) has lost his job (= F), and that Maria experiences pity with Karl because of this

2I consider these intuitions to be the results of mental simulations of situations that elicit social
emotions, and therefore accord them empirical status, although my simulations are limited by
being single-case experiments However, some of the simulation results reported for pity have been
replicated in larger samples using hypothetical scenarios (Reisenzein 2002) In any case, readers
are invited to join in the described mental simulations
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state of affairs Fo ^ According to CBDTE, the proximate causes of Maria's pity with
Karl are her belief that Karl lost his )ob, Bel(Fo), and her desire that Karl should not
lose his job, Des(-^Fo) Given these inputs, Maria's BDC detects that the content of
a newly acquired belief (Fo) contradicts the content of one of her desires (-'Fo) and
as a consequence generates a nonpropositional, sensation-like signal that represents
the detection of this desire-mcongruence, and that is experienced by Mana as a
feeling of displeasure or mental pain 4

As presented so far, the only difference between pity (for another) and self-
regarding unhappiness is that the desire that is frustrated in pity concerns the fate
of another social agent However, this analysis is clearly insufficient to individuate
pity as a separate emotion, as a distinct form of unhappiness or emotional suffering
In fact, at second sight this analysis does not even allow to distinguish pity from
self-regarding unhappiness Imagine, for example, that Maria suffers from Karl's
job loss solely because she believes that it will cause her own work situation to
deteriorate (she believes that she will have to take over part of Karl's work), but
that apart from this, Maria is completely indifferent to Karl's fate In this case—my
intuition tells me—Maria will be unhappy that Karl lost his job, but she will not be
unhappy with Karl about the loss of his job, or to put it differently, she will feel sorry
because of Karl'sjob loss, and will feel sorry for herself about his job loss, but she
will not feel sorry for Karl because of his ]ob loss—she will not feel pity for Karl
(for empirical evidence, see Reisenzein 2002) ^ Hence, believing that an undesired
event has occurred that affects another person is insufficient for experiencing pity
for the other To experience pity for Karl, more is needed on Maria's part than her
desire that Karl is not fired from his job, and her belief that that he has been fired

Now, whatever this additional factor is, if CBDTE is correct, it cannot be another
proximate cause of Maria's pity The reason is that, according to CBDTE, being
displeased about a state of affairs p has exactly two proximate causes, the belief
that p, and the desire that —>p Only these two mental representations are (direct)
inputs to the BDC, the mechanism that produces hedonic feelings Therefore, the
problem posed by pity for CBDTE—how to individuate pity as a special form of

''in this example the object of pity is a social event involving the other (Karl's job loss) However
in general the object of pity can be any state of affairs involving another agent His social or
physical condition, his mental states (beliefs, desires, emotions), and his actions
4According to CBDTE this feeling, like all emotions, is in itself not object directed, it has no
prepositional content (Reisenzein 2009a) However, CBDTE assumes that, as a result of being
processed by subsequent cognitive processes, the feelings generated by the emotion mechanisms
are usually linked to the prepositional objects of their causative beliefs, giving rise to the subjective
impression that the feelings are directed at these objects (see Reisenzein 2009a 2012a) In our
example, Maria s feeling of displeasure is linked to Fo, as a result, it appears to Maria that she
feels sorry about Fo Presupposing this understanding of object directedness, it is unproblematic
to speak about the intentional object of pity and other emotions in CBDTE

'The existence of a special grammatical construction (the feeling for construction) in ordinary
language to describe other regarding emotions (e g feeling sorry for, fearing for, hoping for, being
angry for someone) indicates that the distinction between self and other-regarding feelings is
salient and important in common-sense psychology
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suffering—cannot be solved by assuming that pity has another (direct) mental cause
One could, of course, decide to modify CBDTE to allow this to be the case, but this
would mean to give up a basic and (I believe) intuitively compelling idea on which
CBDTE is founded, namely the assumption that all (hedomc) emotions result from a
match or mismatch between what one believes to be the case, and what one desires
Furthermore, it is not clear what the additional cause of pity—the third input to the
BDC—could be

However, there is another solution Pity and self-regarding unhappiness could
differ in terms of their cognitive-motivational "background", specifically, they could
differ in terms of the beliefs and desires on which the proximate desire for another's
fate is based In other words, the difference between Maria's pity with Karl because
of its ]ob loss, and her selt-regarding sorrow could reside in the grounds or reasons
for which Maria finds Karl's job loss undesirable

2.1.1 Pity Has a Special Cognitive-Motivational Background

Most desired states of affairs are not desired for their own sake, but because they
are believed to lead to other, desired states of affairs, or at least to increase their
likelihood of occurrence In other words, most desires are derived from other, more
basic desires Typically, the derivation of desires form others is achieved with the
help of means-ends beliefs (Conte and Castelfranchi 1995, Reisenzein 2006b, Reiss
2004) One desires p\ because one desires pi and believes that p\ will lead to p2,
one desires p% because one desires p^ and believes that pi will lead to /?•?, and so
on, until one eventually arrives at a state of affairs that one no longer desires as
a means to another end, but for its own sake 6 Desires for such states of affairs
are basic motives Plausible candidates for basic motives are biological urges (the
desire for food, sex, physical integrity, etc ), but many "higher" motives of humans,
such as the hedonistic motive, the power motive, the affiliation motive, or the
desire for knowledge, are also regarded as basic motives by some authors (see
Reisenzein 2006b, Reiss 2004) Of particular importance for the present analysis,
according to a school of motivation psychology that dates back to, at least, Adam
Smith (1759), it not to Aristotle,7 humans have not only egoistic but also altruistic
motives desires tor the well-being of (suitable) other people that are not derived
from egoistic motives (see Batson and Shaw 1991, Sober and Wilson 1998) That is,
we sometimes desire the well-being of others for their own sake, and not because we
believe to profit from it Empirical evidence for the existence of altruistic motives

6The derivation of desires from other desires can occur by means of conscious reasoning processes,
that is by reflecting about one's desires and possible means to satisfy them, however, the most basic
mechanism of desire derivation consists presumably of a hardwired procedure that automatically
generates a derived desire forpi whenever a more basic desire Desipi) and a fitting means-ends
belief Belip, -^-pi) are present (see also, Conte and Castelfranchi 1995)
7ln the Rhetoric, Aristotle defines friendship as wanting good things for another for his sake and
not for one's own See Cooper (1977)
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has been provided, in particular, by the social psychologist C Daniel Batson and
his co-workers (e g , Batson and Shaw 1991) In the following, I will accept the
altruism hypothesis as correct Interestingly, however, the existence of altruistic
motives is independently suggested by the analysis of pity proposed here That is,
this analysis suggests that, to explain pity (and other fortune-of-others emotions),
specifically to distinguish pity from self-regarding unhappiness, it is necessary to
assume that humans have altruistic motives Hence, the CBDTE analysis of pity
provides an independent reason for believing in the existence of altruistic motives
(see also Reisenzein 2002)

Maria's desire that Karl should not lose his )ob, and similar concrete desires
concerning the fate of other people, are certainly not basic motives but are derived
from other desires 8 This opens up the possibility that pity for another and self-
regarding sorrow evoked by another's fate are based on different background
desires That this is indeed the case, is in fact rather directly suggested by a closer
inspection of our example case If Maria feels only self-regarding sorrow when she
learns about Karl's job loss, then she presumably wants Karl to keep his job only
because she believes that Karl's job loss will harm her own well-being, or in short,
that his job loss is bad for her In contrast, if Maria feels pity for Karl because he
lost his job, she presumably desires Karl to keep his job, at least in part, because she
believes that the job loss will harm Karl's welfare, or for short, that it is bad for Karl

However, Maria's belief that Karl's job loss will have negative consequences for
him is clearly not by itself sufficient to derive Maria's desire that Karl should keep
his job In addition to this means-ends belief, Maria must also have another, more
basic desire from which the former desire can be derived The obvious candidate
for this background desire is Maria's desire that good things should happen to Karl
and that he be spared bad things, at least within reasonable limits (e g , that Karl
gets what he deserves, see Ortony et al 1988) By contrast, in the case of Maria's
self-regarding sorrow about Karl's job loss, her desire that Karl should keep his job
is derived from her desire to avoid the negative consequences that Karl's job loss
would have for her (e g , the extra work she would have to do), together with her
belief that this goal will be reached if Karl stays employed

However, the CBDTE analysis of pity is still not complete Rather, one must ask
further where Maria's desire for Karl's welfare stems from My thesis is If Maria
is to experience pity with Karl about his job loss, rather than just self-regarding
unhappiness, then her desire for Karl's welfare must not be derived (exclusively)
from egoistic desires Rather, her desire tor Karl's welfare must be (at least in part)
altruistic This thesis can be supported by both theoretical and empirical arguments

8The derivation of the concrete desire that proximately causes pity often occurs only at the time
when pity is experienced, because this derivation is often occasioned by becoming aware ot the
event that elicits pity However, the derivation of this desire can of course take place earlier,
analogous to the case of Maria's happiness about Schroiber's election victory For example, Maria
could have formed the (explicit) desire that Karl should not lose his job when she heard about
upcoming personnel cuts When she later heard about Karl's job loss, that desire only had to be
retrieved from long-term memory
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First the theoretical arguments. If Maria desires Karl's general well-being only
for egoistic reasons (e.g. because she thinks that, as long as Karl is doing well,
he will be an asset rather than a burden) then her concrete desire that Karl should
keep his job, which is derived from the former desire, is also egoistic—one cannot
derive an altruistic desire from egoistic motives. However, in this case, Maria is in
the same kind of motivational situation as when she hopes to profit directly and
concretely from Karl's continued employment (i.e., because she does not have to
take over additional work), as discussed earlier. Karl's job loss should therefore
again only cause Maria to feel self-regarding unhappiness, but not pity for Karl.
Furthermore, as mentioned above, the desire for the well-being of another person
is just the desire that the other should, within reasonable limits, experience good
things and should be spared bad things. As argued above, however, the frustration
of a single, concrete desire of this kind (e.g., that Karl should keep his job) does not
evoke pity if it is purely egoistically motivated. If so, it is hard to see how a desire
for many, more abstractly described events of the same kind ("Karl should be spared
negative events") could form the motivational basis of pity.

The empirical support for the claim that, to experience pity for another, one
must not desire the other's welfare for egoistic reasons only, consists of the results
of mental simulations of diagnostic hypothetical situations. How would one react
emotionally if something negative happens to another person whose welfare one
desires only for selfish reasons? As an extreme case, one might imagine a slave
who loathes his cruel master but is nonetheless concerned about his well-being
because his fate depends completely on that of the master: Any deterioration of the
master's welfare will immediately be felt by the slave. What emotions will this slave
experience when he learns that his master has, say, suffered a severe economic loss?
Probably self-regarding sorrow, and fear; but according to my intuition, not pity.

However, if Maria's desire for Karl' welfare is not derived from egoistic motives,
then this desire is either itself a basic motive—that would be a person-specific, basic
altruistic motive (i.e., one that concerns a specific person, Karl)—or it is derived
from more basic nonegoistic motives. Specifically, Maria's desire for Karl's welfare
could be derived from her basic altruistic desire that suitable people (such as friends)
should experience, within reasonable limits, good things and should be spared bad
things.

The proposed CBDTE analysis of pity can be summarized as follows.
CBDTE analysis of pity: Pity about p is a form of unhappiness (suffering,

mental pain) about/?, that person a experiences if:

1 a. a believes that p; with p = Fo = a state of affairs of type F that concerns
another person (or group) o; and
2b. a desires that —•Fβ.
3. a's desire for —*Fo is based on:

3a. a's belief that Fo is bad for o (or that -^Fo is good for o) and
3b. a's desire that (within reasonable limits), good things and no bad things
should happen to o.
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4. The desire 3b (that good things and no bad things should happen to o) is not
derived from egoistic reasons, but is altruistic.

Because a's desire for the welfare of the other (3b) is altruistic, the desire for —iFo
that directly causes the emotion (2b) is altruistic as well. Therefore, the proposed
analysis of pity can be abbreviated as follows: Pity about p is a form of unhappiness
about p that is caused by the perception (more precisely: the detection by the BDC)
that an altruistic desire has been frustrated by p. In contrast, if the desire frustrated
by p is egoistic, then one experiences self-regarding unhappiness, or egoistic sorrow.
Of course, it is also possible that the desire frustrated by p is partly derived from
altruistic and partly from egoistic motives; indeed, this may be the typical situation.
For example, Maria could desire Karl's continued employment both because Karl's
well-being is dear to her heart for altruistic reasons, and because she hopes to profit
from Karl's continued employment. In this case, Maria experiences a mixture of
pity and egoistic sorrow (for evidence, see Reisenzein 2002).

2.1.2 Pity Has a Special Intentional Object

There is a second possibility of analyzing pity in CBDTE. The basic idea of
this second approach is that the intentional objects of pity—the states of affairs
that one feels pity about—are of a special kind, a kind specific for pity. The
more general intuition behind this analytic approach is that, although the different
instances of a given emotion type (happiness, unhappiness, pity, etc.) have different
particular objects (e.g., in the case of pity: Karl has lost his job; Berta's marriage
proposal was rejected; the kitten caught its paw in the trap), all particular objects
of a given emotion have something in common, that can therefore be used to
individuate the emotion—it is an emotion whose particular objects share this
common property. More formally, for each emotion type E there is a property
PE such that, for all particular objects p <s {p\, pi, . . . , pn} of E, it is true that
PE(J>)- Philosophers call this common property PE of the objects of an emotion E
the "formal object" of the emotion E (e.g., Kenny 1963; de Sousa 1987; Teroni
2007). As it turns out, the formal object of an emotion is intimately linked to
the emotion's cognitive and motivational presuppositions, for the features used to
define the formal object are precisely the person's beliefs and desires characteristic
for this emotion. Therefore, given any proposed analysis of the beliefs (or the
beliefs and desires) characteristic for an emotion, a corresponding formal-object
analysis of this emotion falls out as a byproduct. For example, according to BDTE,
happiness about p is experienced if one desires p and comes to believe that p is
true. Therefore, the formal object of happiness can be described as "the believed
occurrence of a desired state of affairs", or in abbreviated form, "the occurrence of a
desire-fulfillment"; for all particular objects of happiness, all the things people are
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(and in fact, can be) happy about, have in common that they consist of the realization
of a state of affairs that fulfills a desire ot the experiencing person 9

What, then, is the formal object of pity7 To recall, pity was analyzed as a
form of displeasure caused by the belief that a state of affairs p obtains which
is negative for another person and is undesired for altruistic reasons This entails
that all concrete objects of pity—all particular states of affairs that are and can be
objects of pity, regardless of whether they consist of another's loss of job, illness,
lovesickness or whatever—have in common that they are, from the cognitive-
motivational perspective of the emotion expenencer, present, negative, altruistically
undesired states of affairs To distill the formal object Pg of an emotion E from the
belief-desire analysis of E, one abstracts from the concrete objects of the emotion
and characterizes them purely relationally, by referring to the emotion-defining
beliefs and desires in which they figure In this way, the description of the cognitive-
motivational basis ot an emotion can be packed into a description ot the emotion's
object, which if nothing else allows to present the results of the belief-desire analysis
of emotions in a succinct way (e g , Lazarus 1991, Ortony et al 1988, Reisenzein
et al 2003, Roberts 2003) Specifically, making use of the formal object of pity, pity
for o because of p can be described as unhappiness about a present state of affairs
p that is negative for o and is altruistically undesired

Because the analysis of pity by means ot specifying a formal ob|ect is entailed
by the belief-desire analysis, it adds at first sight nothing substantial to this analysis
A substantive difference between the belief-desire analysis ot emotions and their
analysis in terms ot corresponding formal objects would arise, however, if one
assumed that the formal object PE of an emotion E figures not only in the scientists'
description ot the emotion, but also—in the form of concrete realizations PE(P)—
as the intentional object of the person's emotional experience of E, or at least as
the object of a belief presupposed by E This would mean that to experience pity
for Karl, Maria must herself represent Karl's job loss as a "present state of affairs
that is negative tor another, and is altruistically undesired " According to CBDTE,
this "formal object cognition" is not required to experience pity, certainly not as
an explicit belief One can say, however, that part of this cognition—the belief that
Karl's job loss is a present event that is negative tor Karl—is implicitly present,
for Maria believes indeed that Karl lost his job, and that Karl's job loss is bad for
him However, the remaining part of the formal object cognition, the belief that
Karl's job loss is undesirable tor Maria for altruistic reasons, need not be present
for pity to occur according to CBDTE—neither explicitly nor implicitly In contrast,
the cognitive-evaluative theory of emotion (appraisal theory) seems to imply that,

'Roberts (2003, p 110) speaks of the "defining proposition" of an emotion In psychology, the
appraisal theorist R S Lazarus (1991) has coined the very similar concept of 'core relational
theme" According to Lazarus, every emotion (happiness, sadness fear and so on) is characterized
by a unique core relational theme, which describes what is common to the different specific events
that elicit the respective emotion For example (and differing somewhat from the belief desire
analysis of happiness proposed here), the core relational theme of happiness is "making reasonable
progress toward the realization of a goal' (Lazarus 1991, p 122)
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for an emotion to occur, the complete formal object cognition of that emotion must
be present as an explicitly represented (although not necessarily conscious) belief.
Inasmuch as this implication of appraisal theory is implausible, this is a good reason
to be skeptical about it (see Reisenzein 2009a).

However, because CBDTE places no restrictions on the description of potential
emotion-eliciting events in the language of thought, it does not exclude the
possibility that an event is represented by the person herself as one that (partially)
exemplifies the formal object property PE- Therefore, it is at least theoretically
possible that Maria pities Karl (not only) for having lost his job, but (also) for the
fact that something bad has occurred to him. According to CBDTE, to experience
pity of this second kind, Maria must form the explicit belief that something bad has
happened to Karl, as well as the explicit desire that this bad thing should not have
occurred to him; for only if these explicit representations are available can the BDC
access them and generate a feeling of displeasure. A possible example would be the
following case: Maria is informed that "a bad thing has happened to Karl", but does
not yet know what the bad thing is. According to CBDTE, Maria should in this case
first pity Karl that something bad has happened to him, and then—when she learns
that Karl lost his job—pity him again for having lost his job.10 Usually, however, the
process of emotion generation works the other way round: Typically, Maria will first
learn that a specific event has occurred (for example, that Karl was fired) and will
only afterwards, if at all, construct a more abstract representation of this event, such
as "something bad has happened to Karl." However, if Maria forms this belief, she
should not only feel pity for Karl because he lost his job, but also because something
bad happened to him—even though these two feelings of pity are probably difficult
to distinguish subjectively.

2.1.3 Does Pity Feel Special?

The result of the preceding analyses was that pity has a special cognitive-
motivational background and as a consequence, a special formal object. I now
turn to the emotion itself, the feeling of displeasure that pity is. The question I wish
to discuss is: Does the feeling of pity, in addition to having distinct cognitive and
motivational causes and a distinct formal object, also have a special phenomenal
character? Does it feel a particular way to experience the mental pain that pity
constitutes, a way that that differs from the feeling of egoistic unhappiness? I think
something can indeed be said for this assumption.

The most direct argument for believing that pity is a qualitatively distinct kind of
unpleasantness appeals to the evidence of introspection. This evidence suggests to
me that pity does indeed feel different from egoistic suffering: It feels different, for

10Maria's intensity of pity may however be reduced in the first case, as she does not know exactly
how bad the bad thing is that happened to Karl. Furthermore, because of the epistemic uncertainty
present in this case, fear may predominate.
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example, to experience sorrow for Karl for losing his job, and to feel self-regarding
unhappiness because of Karl's job loss However, it could be argued that even if one
accepts this intuition, it is not clear that the difference in experiential quality between
the two experiences is due to a difference in their hedonic tone It might instead be
due to differences in the phenomenal character of the beliefs and desires that cause
these emotions, or of the action tendencies that they typically evoke (this objection
presupposes that beliefs, desires and action tendencies do have phenomenal quality,
which is controversial, see Reisenzein 2012a for more detail) n Or perhaps the
special experiential quality of pity is due to other emotions that co-occur with pity,
such as a feeling of caring tor the other, that is absent in self-regarding unhappiness

However, a more principled argument can be made This argument focuses on
the question oi how we come to know that we experience pity about another's
fate, rather than self-regarding unhappiness (or some other emotion) To be sure,
answering this question does not require to assume that the displeasure of pity
has a special hedonic quality Even if the hedonic teehng tones of pity and self-
regarding unhappiness were exactly alike, we might still be able to infer that our
emotion is pity from the context of the emotion—its causes and consequences (see
Reisenzein and Junge 2012) However, if the proposed analysis of pity is correct,
then this "inferential" account of emotion self-ascription assumes a lot It assumes
that, to know that one experiences pity, one must infer that the displeasure one
feels about the negative fate of another was caused by the frustration of an altruistic
desire, i e a desire for the welfare of the other not derived from egoistic motives
Likewise, to know that one experiences self-regarding sorrow, one must infer that
the displeasure one feels was caused by the frustration of an egoistic desire This
surely demands too much After all, many people (scientist and lay persons alike)
are not even sure that altruistic desires exist. At this point, the idea that pity has a
distinctive hedonic quality becomes attractive If evolution thought it important to
let humans know how they feel about another's fate, beyond pleasure and pain—is
the displeasure one feels when learning about another's negative fate sorrow for the
other, or just egoistic distress7—but at the same time had to make do with humans'
limited capacity for inference, metacogmtion, and insight into their motives, a
natural solution would have been to arrange for it that altruistic and egoistic desires
signal their fulfillment and frustration to consciousness by means of qualitatively
distinct feelings of pleasure and pain

The idea that there are several qualitatively distinct kinds of pleasure and pain is
of course not new, it was championed by John Stuart Mill (1871, see also West
2004) and was defended, in the emerging academic psychology of emotion, by
Wilhelm Wundt (1896) among others (see Reisenzein 2000) Wundt took the idea
to its extremes, arguing, for example, that even the pleasurable feelings elicited by
tasting sugar and those elicited by tasting mint are qualitatively distinct For the

"To avoid this objection while still granting partial correctness to the idea that beliefs and desires
contribute to phenomenal quality one could argue that the same pleasure signal feels different if it
occurs in different cognitive motivational contexts (see also Reisenzein 2012a)
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present purposes, a much more moderate version of the pluralist theory of hedonic
feelings will do, according to which different qualities of pleasure and displeasure
are attached to the fulfillment and frustration of different basic motives (or even
just some of them). According to this proposal, altruistic and egoistic motives in
particular, give rise to distinct nonpropositional signals when the BDC detects that
they have been fulfilled or frustrated. These signals are experienced as qualitatively
distinct hedonic feelings; and these distinct feelings of pleasure and displeasure
allow the person to distinguish between pity and other altruistic feelings (such as
joy for the other, but also fear for the other and hope for the other) on the one
hand, and self-regarding sorrow and other egoistic feelings (such as joy for oneself,
fear for oneself, and hope for oneself) on the other hand. This distinction does
not require awareness of the ultimate motives underlying altruistic versus egoistic
feelings. What the person notices, however, is that for example the displeasurable
feeling evoked by another's fate comes in two different flavors, sorrow for herself,
and sorrow for the other.

2.2 The Norm-Based Emotions: The Example of Guilt

Given the preceding, detailed analysis of pity, the analysis of guilt as the represen-
tative of the norm-based social emotions can be presented in a more succinct way.
As implied by referring to this family of social emotions as norm-based, I follow
tradition in assuming that they are reactions to perceived norm violations (e.g., guilt,
indignation) and norm fulfillments (e.g., moral elevation) (see e.g., Ortony et al.
1988). I thus disagree with those authors who have claimed that guilt (and perhaps
other norm-based emotions) can be experienced even in the absence of a perceived
norm violation (see e.g., Wildt 1993). Although there are cases of guilt that prima
facie seem to support this claim, such as the phenomenon of "survivor guilt" (guilt
feelings of disaster survivors), I believe that these cases do not withstand scrutiny.
Indeed, closer analysis suggests that even in these cases, a norm violation can be
found for which experiencers blame themselves (see e.g., Jager and Bartsch 2006).
However, even if the assumption that guilt is always caused by a perceived norm
violation should prove to be wrong. I take it to be largely undisputed that guilt is so
caused in the standard cases. Any plausible theory of guilt must be able to explain
these standard cases.

If CBDTE is also true for the norm-based emotions, then these emotions are
in principle caused in the same way as self-regarding happiness and unhappiness.
Specifically, negative norm-based emotions such as guilt are special forms of
displeasure, unhappiness, or mental suffering that, like all negative emotions, are
caused by the detection of a desire frustration by the BDC mechanism; whereas
positive norm-based emotions such as moral satisfaction, like all positive emotions,
arise if the BDC detects a desire fulfillment. As an example, let us assume that Maria
(= a) has lied to her friend Berta (— A) and Maria now feels guilty about her action,
the state of affairs Aα. According to CBDTE, the proximate causes of Maria's guilt
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about Aα are her belief that she has lied to Berta (Aα), and her desire not to have lied
to her (-via). Maria's BDC detects that the content of a newly acquired belief (Aα)
is contrary to the content of one of Maria's desires (-•Aα). As a consequence, the
BDC generates a signal that represents the detected desire-incongruence, and that is
experienced as a feeling of displeasure or mental pain.

However, analogous to the case of pity, this analysis is insufficient to individuate
guilt as a distinct emotion, a separate form of mental suffering. Imagine that
Maria is unhappy about having lied to Berta only because her lie turned out to
have unfavorable consequences for her (she has brought herself in all sorts of
predicaments with it), although Maria has no moral scruples whatsoever about
having lied to Berta. In this case—my intuition tells me—Maria will regret (feel
self-regarding sorrow) that she has lied to Berta; but she will not feel guilty about
her action.

What, then, is special about the feeling of guilt; what is special about the
unhappiness or mental suffering that it is? My proposal is analogous to the case
of pity: What is unique about guilt is (at minimum) guilt's special cognitive and
motivational background. Specifically, I assume that (1) as highly social creatures
(Richerson and Boyd 1998), humans also have desires and beliefs concerning the
compliance of others, and themselves, with social and moral norms; and (2) guilt
is experienced if one comes to believe that one has done something that conflicts
with a behavioral norm, or rule of conduct, that one desires to obey for nonegoistic
reasons.

Instead of developing the analysis of guilt step by step, as in the case of pity, I
will present the result of this analysis first and comment on it afterwards.

CBDTE analysis of guilt: Guilt about p is a form of displeasure (or suffering,
mental pain) that person a experiences if:

la. a believes that p; with p= Aα, where Aα is the performance of an action
of type A by a; and
lb. a desires -•Aα (that s/he had not performed the action A).

2. a's the desire for -•Aα is based on:
2a. a's belief that a is an actor of type T and a is in situation of type S; and
2b. a's desire that in situations of type 5, actors of type T do not perform
actions of type A.

3. The desire 2b (the desire for rule compliance) is based on:
3a. a's belief that in situations of type S, actions of type A are forbidden for
actors of type T by a norm-setting agent P; and
3b. a's desire that the commandments and prohibitions of P (in general, or at
least in this specific case) be obeyed.

4. The desire 3b (that the commandments and prohibitions of P be obeyed) is
not based on egoistic motives.

In our example, therefore, Maria's desire to not lie to Bertha (1 b) is derived from
her desire to obey a particular behavioral norm (2b). The contents of norms can
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generally be described as behavior rules of the form "In situation of type S, actors
of type T should (not) perform actions of type A" (e.g., Siegwart 2010). In our
example, the relevant rule of conduct can be formulated as "one ought not lie to a
friend without need"; or in more detail: "if one communicates with another person
who is a friend and there is no important reason for lying, then one should not lie to
the other". From Maria's desire (2b) that this rule should be adhered to (that actors
of type T do not perform actions of type A in situations of type S) and her belief (2a)
that she is in a situation of type S (a communication situation in which there is no
important reason to lie) and that she is an actor of type T (she is a friend of Berta,
who communicates something to her), one can derive Maria's specific desire not to
lie to Berta in this situation (lb).

One must ask further, however, where Maria's desire to obey the truth-telling
norm (2b) stems from. I propose that Maria's desire to respect this norm is derived
from (3a) Maria's belief that the behavior (not to lie to a friend) was commanded by
a norm-setting agent P, and (3b) Maria's desire to obey the commandments of this
authority—either in general, or at least in this specific case. The perceived norm-
setting agent can be a single person, a group, society, or a superhuman (god) and
even an abstract entity ("the world order").

The proposed derivation of Maria's desire (2b) from (3a) and (3b) is an expli-
cation of the process of norm internalization or norm acceptance. It corresponds
essentially to a proposal by Conte and Castelfranchi (1995) in cognitive science
and to similar views endorsed by a number of psychologists (e.g., Ajzen 1985) and
sociologists (e.g., Hart 1994). According to this view, to internalize, or accept, a
norm requires not only to cognize the norm, i.e. to come to believe that it exists
(3a); it also requires to "import" the prescribed action rule into one's motivational
system; or in other words, to acquire the desire that the rule be followed (2b).
According to the proposed explication of norm internalization, this desire is, like
other nonbasic desires, created by deriving it from a more fundamental desire;
this case, the desire to obey the commandments of a norm-setting agent P (3b).
For example, the internalization of the commandment "One ought not lie to a
friend without need" by Maria occurs as follows: First, Maria comes to believe
(3a) that this commandment exists, i.e. that the compliance with the rule of action,
"do not lie to a friend without need" is required by some norm-setting agent P
(e.g., her parents). Because Maria wishes that the commandments of/, are obeyed
(3b), she acquires the derived desire to obey the truth-telling norm (2b). It may
be noted that the belief-desire theory of emotions provides additional support for
this "motivational" analysis of norm internalization; for according to the theory, a
breach or fulfillment of a norm can cause emotional reactions only if the norm has
been accepted in this motivational sense.

Baurmann (2010) has proposed to differentiate the desire to abide by a social
or moral norm into two components: the wish that others follow the behavior rule
that is the content of the norm, and the wish that oneself follows it. In the CBDTE
analysis of the norm-based emotions, this distinction is represented by specifying
whether or not the person counts herself to the group of actors for which the action
is commanded. To experience guilt, the latter is required (2a); for if Maria does not
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count herself among the people addressed by the norm "do not perform A in 5",
then the desire for -^Aα cannot be derived from her belief that she has performed A,
and her desire that the norm is obeyed. Even then, however, Maria should still be
emotionally upset (e.g., indignant) about the norm-violating actions of other actors
b who, in her opinion, are addressed by the norm. The reason is that, for these actors,
the necessary derived desire Des(->Afr) can be computed. For example, most citizens
desire and expect that their garbage bins are regularly emptied by the professional
garbage collectors, but not by themselves. Consequently, they won't feel guilty if
they do not empty their garbage bins, but will be angry if the professionals don't.

Finally, I assume—in analogy to the analysis of pity—that the desire 3b (that
the commandments of the norm-setting agent P be followed) is not egoistically
motivated. If one wants to obey a commandment of a norm-setting agent only out of
selfish interests, for example to gain reputation or to avoid sanctions, then—my
intuition tells me—one may experience regret about having performed a norm-
violating action; but one will not feel guilty about it. The desire to follow the
commandment of the norm-setting agent could be derived from altruistic desires, or
it could be based on the adoption of a group or "we" perspective (Bacharach 2006;
Tuomela 2000), resulting in a desire for the welfare of one's group, or "us", which
I take to be not entirely egoistic also (since the group includes others in addition to
oneself). Finally, Maria's desire to obey the truth-telling norm could be based on a
disposition (possibly innate) to accept norms that she considers valid in themselves,
independent of any specific norm-setting agent (Heider 1958; see also, Conte and
Castelfranchi 1995).12

As in the case of pity, an alternative analysis of guilt is possible that makes use of
the concept of the formal object of guilt. According to this alternative analysis, guilt
is displeasure about the violation of a behavior rule that is, at least in part, accepted
(i.e., whose observance is desired) for nonegoistic reasons.

The proposed belief-desire analysis of guilt deliberately leaves out two factors
that need to be considered in a complete analysis. The first of these concerns the
role played by the effects of norm-violating actions for the intensity of guilt: Other
factors constant, the intensity of guilt about a norm-violating action is typically
greater, the more harm it caused to others. For example, Maria will typically feel
more guilt about having lied to Berta if her lie has serious negative consequences for
Berta, than if it has only mild or no negative consequences. This can be explained by
assuming that in the former case, Maria feels strictly speaking not only guilty about
having violated one accepted norm ("do not lie") but also about having violated
another norm ("do not cause harm to others"). This proposal is supported by the
consideration that if Maria does not regard herself as responsible for the harm caused
to Berta (e.g., because it was unforeseeable by her), her guilt will be mitigated.
This brings me to the second factor neglected in the proposed analysis of guilt,

12Such "objective" norms might be understood as norms that the person believes would be
commanded for a human society by an ideal (roughly: a fully informed, fully rational, impartial
and benevolent) norm-setting agent.
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"perceived responsibility" (cf. Lorini and Schwarzentruber 2011; Ortony et al. 1988;
Weiner 2006; actually this factor is also important for pity; see Weiner 2006). In
my analysis, I assumed implicitly that the agent held himself responsible for the
norm-violating action. One way of how perceived responsibility could be explicitly
incorporated into the proposed analysis of guilt is the following: Responsibility
modifies the degree to which the person sees herself or others as actors who are
addressed by a particular norm.

2.3 On the Functions of the Social Emotions

What are the evolutionary functions of the social emotions, their adaptive bene-
fits? Following a common practice in emotion psychology, I distinguish between
"organismic" (system-internal) and social-communicative functions of emotions.
According to CBDTE, the organismic function of emotions in general is to signal
matches and mismatches between newly acquired beliefs on the one hand, and
existing beliefs and desires on the other hand, to other cognitive subsystems, to
thereby globally prepare the agent to deal with them in a flexible and intelligent way.
The social emotions fit into this picture well, as can again be seen by considering
pity and guilt: According to the proposed analysis, pity signals the frustration of
an altruistic desire by another's negative fate; whereas guilt signals the frustration,
by an own action, of a nonegoistic desire to comply with a norm. I assume it
is important to become immediately and distinctly aware of these changes in the
belief-desire system whenever they occur. Simultaneous with the experience of the
unpleasant feelings, the person's attention is automatically drawn to the emotion-
evoking events—the negative fate of the other in the case of pity, and the own
deviant action in the case of guilt—thereby enabling and preparing the conscious
analysis of these events, their causes and consequences (Reisenzein 2009a).

Pity and guilt typically evoke action tendencies to change the eliciting
situations—for example to help the other in the case of pity, or to make an attempt
to repair an inflicted damage in the case of guilt. According to a number of authors
(e.g., Weiner 2006), these action desires are generated by the respective emotions
in a direct, nonhedonistic way (see Reisenzein 1996). This assumption is also
adopted in CBDTE. In addition, however, it is assumed that the experience of the
unpleasant feelings of pity and guilt may reinforce the person's action motivation,
by generating hedonistic motives to reduce the unpleasant feelings (Reisenzein
2009a). In CBDTE, the hedonistic mechanism is hence regarded as a motivational
support mechanism: a mechanism that reinforces the motivation to satisfy the
original desire that p, when it is threatened or frustrated, by creating an auxiliary
desire to reduce or abolish the displeasure caused by a threat to, or a frustration
of, the primary desire. In this way, the secondary, hedonistic desire reinforces the
primary desire even though it is, in and of itself, blind to the aim of the primary
desire. In addition, specifically in the case of guilt, anticipatory feelings experienced
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if one vividly imagines a possible rule violation—which presumably engages the
emotion mechanisms in a "simulation mode" (Reisenzein 2012b)—can prevent
a norm violation from occurring in the first place. The helping and rule-abiding
actions caused by pity and guilt, respectively, presumably increase the reproductive
chances of individuals or (if one accepts the possibility of group selection; see
Richerson and Boyd 2005) those of social groups (see also below).

In addition to their system-internal functions, emotions are frequently assumed
to have social-communicative functions: adaptive benefits that accrue from the
involuntary (and perhaps also the voluntary) signalling of emotions to others.
According to CBDTE, paralleling the system-internal function of emotions, the
verbal or nonverbal communication of emotions to other agents informs them about
the occurrence of a belief-belief or belief-desire match or mismatch in the com-
municating agent. Thereby, communicated emotions alert others simultaneously to
two changes: (a) The agent acquired a new belief that matched or mismatched a
pre-existing belief or desire; and (b) something may have occurred in the world that
caused this agent to experience a belief-belief or belief-desire match or mismatch
(Reisenzein and Junge 2012). It is easy to see how this information could be
useful for other agents: It allows them to update their mental model of the emotion
experiencer, or of the environment, and thereby to better adapt to either.

However, what are the adaptive benefits of communicating social (and other)
emotions for the communicator! At first sight, there seem to be only disadvan-
tages: By communicating his or her emotions to others, the agent becomes more
predictable and thus exploitable by others, and gives away potentially useful infor-
mation about the environment for free. The readiness to (truthfully) communicate
emotions, if it exists at all, is therefore a form of biological altruism. As such, it
would have required special evolutionary conditions to emerge. Possible evolution-
ary scenarios are kin selection, reciprocal altruism, group selection (Richerson and
Boyd 2005), and costly signalling (Dessalles 2007). My own bet with respect to
the social emotions is the group selection scenario. Even though it may not usually
be of advantage for an individual to reveal his emotions and thereby the underlying
desires to others, I submit the hypothesis that groups in which emotions, in particular
social emotions, are truthfully communicated, are at an advantage over groups in
which emotions are hidden or faked. The signalling of social emotions may therefore
have been selected as a truthful sign of other's group-centered concerns: Their
altruistic concern for others, and their true caring for the observance of the social
norms of the group. In showing pity for Karl about his job loss, Maria reveals to
Karl and to others that Karl's fate is "genuinely" (that is, according to the proposed
analysis, not just for selfish reasons) dear to her heart; and in showing guilt about
having lied to Berta, Maria reveals to Berta and others that she "truly" cares about
the social norm that she violated (that is, she wants to obey the norm not only for
selfish reasons), and is therefore a particularly reliable adherent of the group norms.
Hence, the social-communicative function of the social emotions is to reveal others'
social (nonegoistic) desires. This function is in my view central to understanding
the role that emotions play for the stabilization of social order.
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